Background: Red Queen dynamics are long term oscillations of genotype abundances driven by fluctuating selection in host-parasite systems. Much of our current understanding of these dynamics is based on theoretical concepts explored in mathematical models that are mostly (i) deterministic, inferring an infinite population size and (ii) evolutionary, thus ecological interactions that change population sizes are excluded. Here, we recall the different mathematical approaches used in the current literature on Red Queen dynamics. We then compare models from game theory (evo) and classical theoretical ecology models (eco-evo), that are all derived from individual interactions and are thus intrinsically stochastic. We assess the influence of this stochasticity through the time to the first loss of a genotype within a host or parasite population. Results: The time until the first genotype is lost ("extinction time"), is shorter when ecological dynamics, in the form of a changing population size, is considered. Furthermore, when individuals compete only locally with other individuals extinction is even faster. On the other hand, evolutionary models with a fixed population size and competition on the scale of the whole population prolong extinction and therefore stabilise the oscillations. The stabilising properties of intra-specific competitions become stronger when population size is increased and the deterministic part of the dynamics gain influence. In general, the loss of genotype diversity can be counteracted with mutations (or recombination), which then allow the populations to recurrently undergo fluctuating selection dynamics and selective sweeps. Conclusion: Although the models we investigated are equal in their biological motivation and interpretation, they have diverging mathematical properties both in the derived deterministic dynamics and the derived stochastic dynamics. We find that models that do not consider intraspecific competition and that include ecological dynamics by letting the population size vary, lose genotypes -and thus Red Queen oscillations -faster than models with competition and a fixed population size.
: Literature overview. Mathematical models and properties discussed in this paper sorted by publication year. Many models deal with relative allele or genotype abundances without considering ecological dynamics -these have been categorised as constant population size models. Those models that do include a changing population size and stochastic effects mostly do not analyse the stability of long term fluctuating selection dynamics which is the focus of this paper. (See the notes on this literature survey in the additional file). Ref Seger (1988) HP, many genotypes, chaos deterministic RE constant [33] Nee (1989) HP, co-evolution, recombination deterministic RE constant [34] Dybdahl and Lively (1998) time lag, experiment deterministic RE constant [35] Boots and Sasaki (1999) infection on lattice both ODE, IBM, AD variable [36] Peters and Lively (1999) fluctuating epistasis deterministic RE constant [37] Sasaki (2000) multilocus GfG deterministic ODE constant [38] Agrawal and Lively (2001) HP, selfing vs outcrossing deterministic RE constant [39] Agrawal and Lively (2002) HP, GfG vs MA deterministic RE constant [40] Gandon (2002) HP, local adaptation (spatial) deterministic RE constant [41] Gandon (2004) SI, multihost parasites deterministic ODE, AD variable [20] Kouyos et al. (2007) HP, oscillations in stochastic model Evolutionary dynamics depict the change of relative genotype abundances over time and can be examined without keeping track of population size changes. However, it is well known that ecologi- 68 cal dynamics can feed back on evolutionary dynamics. We want to understand this feedback in the 69 context of Red Queen dynamics. To this end we compare models from evolutionary game theory, 70 that do not include population size changes and theoretical ecology models that do. The models 71 have been widely used in the literature and represent the simplest case of Red Queen dynamics 72 with a matching allele interaction profile (for details see methods below and additional file). 73 74 ary and eco-evolutionary models 75 In an evolutionary birth-death process one individual is born and another dies in each population, 76 here host or parasite, and in each time step. Thereby, population size remains constant and 77 the focus lies on the genotypic composition of a population. The Evo + and Evo processes (see 78 Table 2 and Methods for a definition) are such birth-death processes [65, 66, and references therein]. 79 Individuals are chosen to die proportional to their relative abundance, but the individual that 80 reproduces is chosen proportional to the fitness advantages of that genotype relative to other 81 genotypes in the population. The fitness effects are imposed by the current state of the antagonist 82 population and an interaction matrix. In the Evo + process, the fitness effect is normalised by 83 the average fitness effect over the whole host population, which leads to a kind of intra-specific 84 competition (+) while in the Evo process the difference in fitness effects is compared between a 85 genotype-one individual and a genotype-two individual, thus competition is pairwise. Because of 86 the population size constraint, both processes can be analytically treated (see additional file) when 87 implemented in discrete time (prefix dt).
The matching-allele host-parasite Red Queen dynamics in evolution-

88
In models adapted from theoretical ecology the events of birth, death and interaction happen 89 independently with external rates and, importantly, between populations (EcoEvo, comparable 90 with the Lotka-Volterra dynamics in [28] ). Host and parasite individuals encounter one another 91 based on their densities and if they match, an interaction is carried out with a constant rate upon 92 which a host dies or a parasite reproduces. When competition between hosts (+) is included, the 93 host population would grow logistically with a carrying capacity in the absence of parasites. interactions model, where reactions take place also between populations, but the rates of these 97 events are taken from the game theory models.
98
From the derivations of the models (details in Methods and additional file) some basic properties 99 of the dynamics are obtained and summarised in Table 2 . The evolutionary game theory models 100 have a constant population size by design, whereas population size can change in all other models.
101
The average behaviour of the individual-based stochastic processes is captured in the deterministic 102 selection term and the noise term, which together determine the stochastic dynamics. The noise It is clear that populations with low total population sizes are more prone to genetic drift and 107 the loss of genotypes than large populations. We now show that it is not only the population size 108 but the possibility of population size change that speeds up this process. As an example with two 109 host genotypes and two parasite genotypes we select the Evo + process and the EcoEvo + process 110 (Figure 1) . Starting with an equal abundance of genotypes we measure the time to the first loss 
Intraspecific competition stabilises fluctuating selection dynamics 118
The equations that define the stochastic process consist of a deterministic selection term and 119 a noise term and represent the mean and variance of many individual simulations. Therefore, 120 it is impossible to understand the stochastic model without making the deterministic dynamics 121 clear. Furthermore, when population size is large, the stochastic process approaches the more 148 We simulate 1000 replicates for a set of parameter combinations of the models with two genotypes 149 in each population and record the time it takes until one genotype has died out. As a general trend, 150 the more constrained a population size is, the longer oscillations survive (higher extinction times 151 in Figure 3 ). This holds true for small to intermediate population sizes -note a similar vertical 152 order of extinction times to the ordering of models by population size constraint in Table 2 . When 
The strength of random effects depends on the model properties
